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Julius Caesar Biography General, Dictator (c. 100 BCE-44
BCE) Roman general and statesman Julius Caesar turned the
Roman Republic into the powerful Roman Empire. A coup ended
his reign, and his life, on the Ides of March.

wikis.engrade.com/juliuscaesarbiography
Julius Caesar Biography - McGraw Hill Education

Julius Caesar Biography - Biography
https://www.biography.com/people/julius-caesar-9192504
Watch video · Learn more about leader Julius Caesar, including how he built the Roman
Empire, at Biography.com. See how his reign crumbled after his brutal assassination on
the Ides of March.

Julius Caesar - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
Gaius Julius Caesar (/ Ëˆ s iË� z É™r /; 12 or 13 July 100 BC â€“ 15 March 44 BC),
known by his cognomen Julius Caesar, was a Roman politician and military general who

Julius Caesar
Former Consul of the
Roman Republic

Gaius Julius Caesar, known by his
cognomen Julius Caesar, was a Roman
politician and military general who played a
critical role in the events that led to the
demise of the Roman Republic and thâ€¦

Wikipedia

Lived: 100 BC - 44 BC

Children: Caesarion (Son) · Julia Caesaris
(Daughter)

Buried: Temple of Caesar
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Children: Julia c. 76â€“54 BC, â€¦
Parents: Gaius Julius Caesar and â€¦

Political party: Populares
Cause of death: Assassination
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known by his cognomen Julius Caesar, was a Roman politician and military general who
played a critical role in the events that led to the demise of â€¦

Caesarion · Gallic Wars · Play · Cleopatra · Julia · P. Cornelius Dolabella

Julius Caesar | Biography, Conquests, & Facts |
Britannica.com
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Julius-Caesar-Roman-ruler
Julius Caesar: Julius Caesar, celebrated Roman general and statesman, who was
assassinated by a group of nobles on the Ides of March.

Julius Caesar Biography - life, family, death, history ...
www.notablebiographies.com › Br-Ca
Gaius Julius Caesar was born on July 12, 100 B.C.E. to Gaius Caesar and Aurelia. His
father had gained moderate political success and the family claimed a long and noble
history, which therefore entitled Caesar's family to certain traditional privileges and
offices. Caesar received the classic ...

Julius Caesar Biography - Biography Base Home
www.biographybase.com/biography/Caesar_Julius.html
Julius Caesar biography and related resources. Gaius Julius Caesar (July 13, 100 BC -
March 15, 44 BC) was a Roman military and political leader whose conquest of Gallia
Comata extended the Roman world all the way to the Oceanus Atlanticus and introduced
Roman influence into modern France, an accomplishment whose direct consequences â€¦

Julius Caesar | Arrowverse Wiki | FANDOM powered by
â€¦
arrow.wikia.com/wiki/Julius_Caesar
Gaius Julius Caesar, simply known as Julius Caesar, was a highly renowned Roman
ruler and general. He ended up as an anachronism in 2017's Aruba, before being returned
to his time and trying to correct his mistakes through the stolen book from the future,
&quot;Rise of Rome&quot;.

Biography for Kids: Julius Caesar - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com › Biographies › Ancient Rome
Kids learn about the biography of Julius Caesar from Ancient Rome. The first Christain
Roman emperor.

Julius Caesar | History TV
https://www.history.co.uk/biographies/julius-caesar
Julius Caesar was born in 100BC in Rome to a well known, ... Caesar's heir Gaius
Octavian, ... being granted the title 'the divine Julius' posthumously by the Senate.

Julius Caesar - Simple English Wikipedia, the free ...
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julius_Caesar
Gaius Julius Caesar (July 100 BC â€“ 15 March 44 BC) was a military commander,
politician and author at the end of the Roman Republic.. Caesar became a member of the
First Triumvirate and when that broke up he fought a civil war against Pompey the Great.

Early life · The First Triumvirate · Caesar's civil war · Caesar as author

A Short Yet Accurate Julius Caesar Biography and Life â€¦
https://historyplex.com/julius-caesar-biography-life-history
Gaius Julius Caesar was born on the 12th of July, in 100 BC (there's a slight debate over
whether he was born in 100 BC or 102 BC. But scholars agree upon 100 BC). His family
claimed to have been descendants of Iulus, the son of the Trojan prince Aeneas who
claimed to be the descendant of the Goddess Venus.

Biography Julius Caesar
Amazon.com/books
2,820,300+ followers on Twitter
AD Millions of titles, new & used. Free Shipping on Qualified Orders.
Deals of the Day · Shop Our Huge Selection · Fast Shipping · Read Ratings & Reviews
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Buried: Temple of Caesar

Siblings: Julia Minor (Sister) · Julia
Caesaris "Major" (Sister)

Parents: Gaius Julius Caesar (Father) ·
Aurelia Cotta (Mother)

Previous office: Roman consul (44 BC - 44
BC)

Quotes
I came, I saw, I conquered.

Men freely believe that which they desire.

I have lived long enough to satisfy both
nature and glory.

Timeline
1951: The Conquest of Gaul written by Julius

Caesar was first published in 1951.

2008: The Gallic War written by Julius Caesar was
first published on June 15, 2008.

2010: De Bello Gallico: Parallel Text English -
Latin written by Julius Caesar was first
published on November 01, 2010.
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